
FREE YOUR MIND AND YOUR ASS WILL FOLLOW
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Endless Joy is a collection of artworks presented on garments. Bespoke fabrics are transformed into 
wearable art. Each garment is born as an artwork, created on the wind and made with love in Bali.

As advocates for spirit and the reverence of nature, each piece is instilled with cryptic symbology. Shrouded in 
mystery the often subversive artworks play host to a motley crew of deities, shamans & spirits. 

Through an acid-trip of world culture and comparative mythology the psychedelic experience is laid bare.

3% of profit goes to charity and for every garment sold a tree is planted.

All the love all the power. Stevie & Lexi 
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RIMBA
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RIMBA
To indigenous people the jungle is the universe. It’s a place to call home, it’s where they hunt, forage 
and experience a way of life that has all but disappeared from our planet. It is a sacred place that offers 
connection to spirit, ancestor, animal, nature and the cosmos. The jungle offers nourishment, healing and 
protection... But if you are unfamiliar with its magic or blindly unaware to its ways, it has the power to 
swallow you whole.

In a technicolor ‘Rimba’ (Bahasa Indonesian for jungle) a couple of bizarre blue beings meet. Maybe 
spirits or shamans, or merely creatures guised as them, they stand under the canopy of the acid fuelled 
palms. The midnight vagabonds greet each other in a magical clearing on the wispy-pink grass, where 
the water reflects the stars. A white tiger sits peacefully by the side of one creature, the other has 
genitals aflame and two left feet. 

With impressive mane’s of fiery red hair and their faces painted like drag queens, their movements are 
strange and unnerving as they appear to be getting used to their bodies and give-off the impression that 
maybe they’re new to inhabiting them.
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RIMBA DARK - Rayon Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€142 - €369

RIMBA LIGHT - Rayon Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€142 - €369
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RIMBA DARK - Rayon Long Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€159 - €419

RIMBA LIGHT - Rayon Long Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€159 - €419
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ASRI
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ASRI
The beautiful Indonesian word ‘Asri’ does not have a direct translation in English. The word pertains to a 
certain kind of beauty that pleases the eye and calms the senses. The word ‘Asri’ often describes a place 
or environment that typically holds a soothing view or atmosphere and is a space that offers peace and 
tranquillity through its lush and natural surrounds.  

In a swirling jungle vista, vibrant flowers and psychedelic fauna flow into female and animal forms. The 
inseparable fractals of the natural world suggest the notion that perhaps as humans, we are not separate 
from nature, but part of it.
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ASRI - Crepe Silk Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons
€193 - €509 

ASRI - Crepe Silk Long Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons
€213 - €560
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ASRI - Crepe Silk Board Shorts with Elastic Waist
€164 - €435

ASRI - Crepe Silk Wide Leg Trouser
€220 - €580
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SNAKE GODDESS
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SNAKE GODDESS
One of the most mysterious archaeological finds in the remains of the Minoan palace at Knossos was a 
figurine later identified as the Snake Goddess.

The water spirit Mami Wata (Mother Water) is celebrated throughout much of Africa and the African 
Atlantic through the honouring of the essential, sacred nature of water. Mami Wata is often portrayed as 
a mermaid, a snake charmer, or a combination of both.

Renenūtet was a goddess of nourishment and the harvest in ancient Egyptian religion.

Across mythological traditions the snake goddess in all her guises is a powerful and evocative image. 
Associated with fertility and sexuality, the image of the serpent is often symbolically associated with the 
renewal of life as it sheds its skin periodically.

At once beautiful, protective, seductive, and dangerous, the serpentine deity is depicted with a sturdy 
gaze and ample bosom. Sitting amongst stylised palms lashing out like razor blades, we can feel the 
magic of her life-giving breasts and celebrate her matriarchal power.
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SNAKE GODDESS BLACK - Viscose Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€164 - €435

SNAKE GODDESS RED - Linen Long Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€159 - €419
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SNAKE GODDESS BLACK - Viscose Board Short
€130 - €345

SNAKE GODDESS RED - Linen Board Short 
€119 - €315
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BARONG
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BARONG
Barong is a character unique to the mythology of Bali, Indonesia. As the king of the good spirits Barong 
fights a never-ending battle with the demon queen Rangda. His worship pre-dates Hinduism and is a 
relic of animism—the belief that animals have supernatural powers.

In the Barong dance, Barong is brought to life by two dancers moving as one, encased in an ornately 
decorated garment. The battle between Barong and Rangda represents the eternal battle between good 
and evil... like yin and yang they cannot exist without the other... There is no good without evil, no light 
without darkness. According to Balinese legend, neither Barong nor Rangda are truly victorious, they 
are the forces of good and evil, they are order and chaos and as the embodiment of dualism they must 
remain in balance.

Throughout the villages of Bali, the Barong is a revered and protective force. He is represented by a 
mask, from the figure’s mask hangs a beard of human hair decorated with frangipani flowers, this is 
where the Balinese believe the magic power of Barong is thought to reside. The sacred masks are 
often kept in the village’s Pura Dalem, the temple of death or in a small shrine near the bale Banjar (the 
meeting hall).

The Barong Ket, or Lion Barong is the most popular, although the spirit sometimes takes other forms 
such as: Barong Celeng: the Boar, Barong Macan: the Tiger, Barong Naga: the Dragon or Serpent and 
Barong Gajah: the Elephant; these various animal forms are associated with different villages and tied to 
specific sacred dances and festivals.
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BARONG MULTI - Rayon Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€142 - €369
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BARONG BLUE - Rayon Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€142 - €369





SAMSARA
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SAMSARA
A lively stage (blue as the sky or yolk-like yellow) is decorated by a flutter of exotic birds, flowers and 
humanoids as an exploration of ‘being’ unfolds. They wander blissfully unaware and navigate the 
mysterious thing called life. Every individual passes through the world as an expression of the whole 
realm of nature and they are but a unique action of the total universe.

A bald man is cloaked in a cape made of stars. A stream of water directly flows through another man’s 
body as it splits in two and travels to the ice peaked mountain. Purple demons play their instruments 
as a tiger strides by, he is mounted by an unknowable deity. Encased in a giant egg, a pair of nudes 
dance, is it a festive ceremony or a representation of the alchemical Rebis. They carry an owl and swing 
a collection of giant berries. Do the Archers take aim to destroy or release? In some form of ritual two 
young men hold snakes in mouth and a woman kneels to tickle the chin of a fellow animal. Also making 
another appearance is a therianthrope in the form of a turtle with a mans head... does he symbolise the 
patience required for transformation and enlightenment or is he simply a slow-moving chap on his way to 
nowhere and back again.

Samsara is the Buddhist principle of the beginning-less cycle of death and rebirth to which life in the 
material world is bound. Does the mind turn outwardly... lost in projections, or is the mind turned inward 
and recognises its true nature?
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SAMSARA BLUE - Rayon Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€142 - €369

SAMSARA YELLOW - Rayon Long Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€142 - €369
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SAMSARA BORDER - Viscose Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€164 - €435

SAMSARA BORDER - Viscose Board Short  
€130 - €345
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MANDRILL
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MANDRILL
Mandrills are the largest of all monkeys. They are shy and reclusive primates that live only in the 
rainforests of equatorial Africa. No other mammal is coloured in such an extraordinary manner as the 
male mandrill.

Depicting a large, powerful Mandrill with gentle hands and a soft gaze nestled amongst the foliage of a 
sumptuous, Sub-Saharan rainforest. Following the idea of Henri Rousseau’s ‘Portrait landscape painting’ 
neither landscape nor figure take prime position, but rather both elements work together to create one 
harmonious entity.
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MANDRILL - Tencel Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€153 - €405

MANDRILL - Tencel Board Short
€125 - €329
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TIGER TRIPTYCH
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TIGRE
The tiger is a symbol deeply ingrained in the human psyche. Once feared and revered for its deadly 
power and grace, now hunted to near-extinction by most cultures. The tiger is currently extremely 
endangered with less than 4000 wild tigers remaining.

Depicted in a post-impressionist ‘naive’ manner with a nod to Antonio Ligabue and our old friend 
Rousseau. Fantastical tigers, startled and frenzied, leap from the canvas as both the power and fragility 
of the wild is laid bare.

When caught in the gaze of nature— one should never look away from life.
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TIGER - Satin Silk Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons
€193 - €509

TIGER -  Satin Silk Long Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons
€213 - €565
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TIGRE !



TIGRE BLACK - Viscose Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€164 - €435

TIGRE WHITE -  Linen Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€159 - €419
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TIGRE BLACK - Viscose Board Short  
€130 - €345
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TIGRE WHITE - Linen Board Short  
€125 - €329
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PART OF THE DEAL



SKULL
Death is part of the deal.

“We live in a culture where it has been rubbed into us in every conceivable way that to die is a terrible 
thing. And that is a tremendous disease from which our culture in particular suffers...

Without birth and death, and without the perpetual transmutation of all the forms of life, the world would 
be static, rhythm-less, undancing, mummified.” — Alan watts.
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SKULL BLACK - Tencel Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€153 - €405

SKULL DUSTY PINK  -  Tencel Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€153 - €405
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FLORA
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FLORA
Beauty appears to be inherent in nature.  Turned-on and self-pollinating, flowers in all their intoxicating 
splendour creep and climb.  The flower is the reproductive structure found in flowering plants, It is a 
blossom and a bloom. Much like us, the biological function of a flower is to affect reproduction. The 
flower is a lure and a life-force.

‘The tree which moves some to tears of joy is in the eyes of others only a green thing that stands in the 
way. Some see nature all ridicule and deformity... and some scarce see nature at all. But to the eyes of 
the man of imagination, nature is imagination itself.’ - William Blake 
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FLORA JADE - Crepe Silk Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons
€193 - €509
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FLORA INDIGO - Tencel Long Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons
€170 - €449
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BLOOM



BLOOM
A psychedelic lotus flower radiates with a spectrum of colour.

The psychedelic plant also known as the ‘blue lotus’ is believed to have originated in Egypt’s Nile River 
and was used by ancient Egyptians as a sacred substance to attain higher levels of consciousness.

The Lotus flower is regarded in many different cultures, especially in eastern religions, as a symbol of 
enlightenment, regeneration and rebirth. Its characteristics are a perfect analogy for the human condition, 
for, even when its roots are in the dirtiest of waters the lotus produces the most beautiful flower.
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BLOOM BLACK -  Viscose Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€164 - €435

BLOOM BLACK - Viscose Wide Leg Trouser 
€180 - €479
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BLOOM WHITE - Linen Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€159 - €419

BLOOM WHITE - Linen Board Short  
€125 - €329
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METAMORPHOSE



VIVAMUS
In a bold and minimal colour palette, dreamy woodcut-prints feature humanoid characters set amongst 
far- flung landscapes.

Ancient cultures, forgotten rituals and therianthropic copulation are looked over by ancestral spirits; 
complemented by totemic iconography and scrawled to be read between the lines is the Latin phrase 
“Vivamus, Moriendum Est” (Let us live, since we must die). 

Inspired in-part by Paul Gauguin’s painting ‘Where Do We Come From? What Are We? Where Are We 
Going?’ ... surely a question we can never truly answer but a conundrum that’s always fun to ponder.
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VIVAMUS DARK - Tencel Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€153 - €405

VIVAMUS LIGHT - Tencel Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€153 - €405
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ROMULUS & REMUS



ROMULUS & REMUS
The legend of Romulus and Remus is truly the stuff of legends: twin children demigods, raised by 
wolves, grow up to become the founders of the city of Rome.

Painted in an expressive cubist style and based on an ancient Roman mosaic and the Capitoline Wolf. 
This artwork depicts Romulus and Remus as demonic looking infants who grow fat from the milk they 
suck from the stylised teats of a grinning she-wolf.

The prominence of Romulus and Remus in the Roman creation myth likely owes to the Romans’ own 
cultural identity as strong, fierce, and conniving survivors. As a culture, perhaps they believed themselves 
to be wolf-like. Embraced by the ancient Romans as a proud part of their founding history, the tale 
reflects the Roman view of their empire as destined by the gods. It is also a savage tale of murder, 
kidnapping, and war... an unstable myth perhaps for any civilisation to be built upon.

The universal theme of twin-male heroes is documented in the mythologies of nearly every culture: 
African, Mayan, Roman, Greek and Eastern Indian mythologies. We are most familiar with the vying 
male twins like Romulus and Remus but many other examples of twin boys, amicable as well as 
rivalrous, abound. Each twin constitutes only half an individual psychically. It is because the two are only 
complementary halves, that they have always to be forced into action. 

For constructive and integrated activity to occur, the two halves must be united.
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ROMULUS & REMUS BLACK - Viscose Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€164 - €435

ROMULUS & REMUS CREAM - Linen Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€159 - €419
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ROMULUS & REMUS CREAM - Linen Board Short  
€125 - €329
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ROMULUS & REMUS BLACK - Viscose Board Short 
€130 - €335





TURIYA
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TURIYA
Turiya is the background that underlies and pervades the three common states of consciousness. The 
three common states of consciousness are: waking state, dreaming state, and dreamless deep sleep.

The glow of a radiant cosmos takes a vibrant acid-trip and spirals into fractals that embark on a journey 
of pure consciousness. Throbbing beings are devoured by planetary entities, nature blossoms and 
decays. Male and female collide on a waves of the cosmic ocean, as the never-ending cycle of rebirth 
drifts into eternity.
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TURIYA -  Crepe Silk Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons
€193 - €509

TURIYA - Crepe Silk Board Shorts with Elastic Waist
€164 - €435
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KALA RAU
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KALA RAU
Dewi Ratih is a Balinese lunar deity. The Balinese have a myth which is believed to be the origin of the 
lunar eclipse, it features the goddess Ratih and the demon Kala Rau.

In a vicious act of revenge the demon Kala Rau opens his mouth wide, crooked-teeth protrude from 
a wiry beard and with wild bulging eyes, filled with emotion, this is the moment Kala Rau will get his 
revenge on the gods and so the demon swallows the moon goddess whole... thus causing a lunar 
eclipse.

This celestial conflict began when the goddess Ratih told the god Wisnu that the demon was stealing 
a drink of ‘tirta amerta’ the elixir of immortality reserved only for the gods. Just as Kala Rau takes a sip 
of the elixir Wisnu quickly decapitates Kala Rau with his magic discus. However the elixir of immortality 
had reached the demons throat, so now only his head was immortal. Separated from his body and 
deeply enraged, the demon head began chasing the moon goddess across the heavens, occasionally 
catching her in his mouth to exact his revenge.

But as Kala Rau is now just a head with no body, he cannot hold her for too long and so the moon 
goddess Dewi Ratih rises amongst the heavens once again.
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KALA RAU -  Satin Silk Long Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons
€213 - €565
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HEKATE
With a nod to cuban artist Wilfredo Lam and Picasso’s cubist paintings, here we see a deity emerging 
from the shadows of the mind. In a flurry of horns and angular limbs, the elongated and deranged entities 
form geometric patterns that align like a pentagram in the centre of the image.

Triple faced and triple breasted her six arms fan out holding symbolic artefacts. Flanked by two 
hellhounds and serenaded by a fantastic cloven-hoofed duo of therianthropes... a goat headed satyr 
blows on his flute, whilst a trident wielding centaur helps prop-up the scene like two grotesque 
bookends.

Hekate is one of the most ancient and revered gods from greek mythology and the original embodiment 
of the great Triple Goddess. According to legend the “Queen of the Night” is most often linked with the 
dark of the moon and is said to preside over magic, ritual, prophetic vision, childbirth, death, and the 
underworld. Mistress of the crossroads, this lunar goddess dwells in caves, walks the highways at night, 
makes love on the vast seas and is the force that moves the moon.

In Jungian psychology as the Queen of the Underworld, and guardian of crossroads Hekate could be 
seen as a symbol of the unconscious mind. She enables us to converse with the hidden parts of the 
psyche. This Goddess of the Moon holds the key that unlocks the door to the way down, and bears the 
torch that illuminates both the treasures and terrors of the unconscious. Holding a snake as a symbol of 
spiritual death and rebirth, and a severed head as a sign of the destruction of ego, Hekate is a guide to 
carry us through the dark spirit world of the mind, wherein we may receive a revelation from deep within.

‘Who looks outside dreams - Who looks inside awakes’ Carl Jung
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HECATE - Crepe Silk Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons
€193 - €509
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MORTIS - Satin Silk Long Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons
€213 - €565



HECATE WHITE -  Tencel Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€153 - €405
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HECATE BLACK -  Tencel Short Sleeve Shirt with Mother of Pearl Buttons 
€153 - €405
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TORA WHITE - Heavyweight Cotton T-shirt with Back Print 
€60 - €160

TORA BLACK - Heavyweight Cotton T-shirt with Back Print 
€60 - €160
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PLEASURE GARDEN BLACK - Heavyweight Cotton T-shirt with Back Print 
€60 - €160

PLEASURE GARDEN WHITE - Heavyweight Cotton T-shirt with Back Print 
€60 - €160
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MORTIS BLACK - Heavyweight Cotton T-shirt with Front Print 
€60 - €160

MORTIS WHITE - Heavyweight Cotton T-shirt with Back Print 
€60 - €160
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LE MONDE WHITE - Heavyweight Cotton T-shirt with Front Print 
€60 - €160

LE MONDE BLACK - Heavyweight Cotton T-shirt with Front Print 
€60 - €160



KALA RAU BLACK - Heavyweight Cotton T-shirt with Back Print 
€60 - €160

KALA RAU WHITE - Heavyweight Cotton T-shirt with Back Print 
€60 - €160
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ROMULUS & REMUS - Pure Tencel Neckerchief 65 cm x 65 cm 
€46 - €124

BLOOM - Pure Tencel Neckerchief 65 cm x 65 cm 
€46 - €124
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HECATE - Satin Silk Scarf 105cm x 105 cm 
€108 - €289

ASRI - Satin Silk Scarf 105cm x 105 cm 
€108 - €289
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MADE  WITH LOVE FROM ECO-FRIE N DLY FABRICS.
FOR EVERY SHIRT SOLD WE PLANT ONE TREE.
DO NOT GO GENTLE INTO THAT GOOD NIGHT.

 BURN AT YOUR OWN PLEASURE.

FOR SALES & ENQUIRIES

DMSR LONDON
GREG@DMSRLONDON.COM

+44 07970 015174

WWW.ENDLESSJOY.CO.UK

All copyright and other intellectual property rights contained in this document are owned by ENDLESS JOY LTD and all rights are hereby reserved.


